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A picture comes to me from far off, who knows how far, I divined it, I saw it, I made it, and yet next day I myself don't see what I have done. How can one penetrate my dreams, my instincts, my desires, my thoughts, which have taken a long time to elaborate themselves and bring themselves to the light, above all seize them in what I brought about, perhaps, against my will? **Imagination**

I am no pessimist, I do not dislike art, for I could not live without devoting all my hours to it. I love it as the whole end of my life. Everything I do in connection with art gives me a tremendous joy. **Imagination**

So, of course, I decided I couldn't paint. Perhaps I can't. But I verily believe I can make pictures, which is to me all that matters in this respect. The painting consists in making pictures—and so many accomplish canvases without coming within miles of a picture. **Imagination**

**Imagination** in this sense is possible to our inspiration the creative absolute. It is certain that insensible occurs only when the artist is compelled to give some of himself, and when his creative imagination is unharnessed by technical procedures unsuited to it. Thus a system of materials which fail to lead to inspiration can be combatted in an unnatural, and a system which leads to inspiration can be considered one which insures the natural functioning of the mind. The composer can be certain that something has gone wrong with his musical thinking when the composer to whom inspiration is granted can be as if he is drawing on the most significant creative forces are available to him. He is in a position to perceive the
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SON OF A...
A visual narrative, or story, is a visual representation of a sequence of events arranged in a deliberate manner. It is the representation of an event or story through images.
The Unwantables is a creative project that has evolved from my lifelong interest in and relationship with visual stories. To me the most compelling aspect of visual storytelling is “imagination.” The author possesses the ability to create new worlds, interesting characters, and situations that have the potential to communicate about any topic. My project explores visual narrative as a communication tool to explain the role of imagination in my life.
It's toll on me... the blows to the head... the battle in the aquarium...

I can't get up to full speed---

---and he has a big start!
One of my fondest childhood memories is of sitting with my father as he read to me the latest adventures of *Batman* in *Detective Comics*.

Then, I would spend hours at the kitchen table drawing superheroes, aliens, and monsters, lost in the moment, imagining my own stories. As I grew older, Larry Bird replaced Batman as my hero. Sports, girls, and rock ‘n’ roll became more important than comics and drawing. It was not until college, when I was exposed to graphic design and illustration, that I began to revisit the art and style of comics that I loved as a kid. As I have progressed professionally I have come to understand that narrative is a powerful tool when used in visual communication and has many practical applications. When I started this project I wanted to explore this topic so that I could understand and develop visual narratives and produce a new visual language.
Visual storytelling has always been a significant and ever-present means of visual communication. Stories continue a narrative tradition at a time when non-linear thinking and hybrid forms are the norm. *Graphis*, *Eye*, *Communication Arts*, *Print*, and *The New York Times Magazine* have all acknowledged the legitimate contribution of visual storytelling to the design community and society in general. These reputable publications have featured profiles of graphic novelists, photo and illustrative journalists, advertising agencies, and design studios who are immersed in the practice of storytelling. While researching these professionals I found the following interesting and diverse justifications for this form of communication.
Graphic Stylization
Many authors use imagery and graphic styles to address difficult, controversial subject matter that otherwise would be hard to represent in realistic depictions. For example, Art Spiegelman won the Pulitzer Prize for his depiction of the Holocaust in his graphic novel *Maus* (figure 1). Spiegelman used cats and mice to represent Nazis and Jews in his recounting the story of his father's experience in the Nazi concentration camps. Spiegelman also published *In the Shadow of No Towers* using the language and format of Sunday morning broadside comic strips to reflect on his experience during and after September 11. This book incorporates modern software technology to further stylize the visual language of comics in the digital age.

Pushing the Medium
Many other designers use traditional and non-traditional mediums for visual narratives in new ways, utilizing modern technologies, ideas, and visual language with successful results. Chris Ware is a cartoonist and graphic novelist who incorporates the language of vintage cartoons and the craft of hand-lettered typography into experimental narratives that extend the boundaries of traditional comic book structure and storytelling (figure 2). J. Otto Seibold was one of the first designer/illustrators to use vector-based software, such as Adobe Illustrator, to create children's picture books (figure 3). His unique style allows him to create art that is rendered exclusively using digital production on a computer.

Clarifying Complex Ideas
Stories have always been used to teach the abstract ideas of values and morals, and visual narratives are able to clearly explain these abstract concepts. For example, children's picture books allow children to learn morality lessons from fairy tales such as *Goldilocks and The Three Bears*. Other types of complex ideas may also be simplified. For example, Scott McCloud's *Understanding Comics* uses the graphic novel format to explain the visual language of comics including such fundamental design principles as semiotics, visual hierarchy, and sequential art (figure 4).

Social Commentary
A visual narrative may offer social commentary. Charles Schultz’s *Peanuts* is a popular comic that reflects the thoughts and lives of everyday people (figure 5). Another well-known comic strip, Doonesbury by Gary Trudeau captures political attitudes of our culture in the space of a four-panel comic strip. Newspapers feature political cartoons that make humorous but accurate observations about our government and politicians.

Inform and Educate
A visual narrative can inform and educate. News magazines such as *Time* and *Newsweek* use photojournalism to transport the viewer into unique situations, such as a hostile war zone or a championship game, that we might never experience in our daily lives (figure 6). Diagrams and charts use sequential imaging, symbols, and icons to illustrate information such as how to buckle a seatbelt on an airplane or use a tool (figure 7).

Visual Entertainment
A visual narrative can entertain. Most stories are told to make events or information more interesting or entertaining. Will Eisner used the example of a caveman recounting a failed hunting trip to other cavemen to teach them the importance of teamwork. Modern special effects and computer animation allow for movies to be visually as or more exciting than the story itself. Pixar (figure 8) and George Lucas use cutting-edge technology to make film narratives that have limitless possibilities in exploring imaginary worlds and characters.
My intention for this project was to use my skills as a graphic designer and illustrator to develop my own language of visual narrative and to use it as a tool in my professional work. In addition, I have researched ideas and methodologies from a wide variety of visual narrative forms. This project is not meant to exhaustively define or research exclusively any one medium of visual stories such as animation or comics.

There are four main sources that I turned to in my research. Each offered comprehensive overviews of visual storytelling. Will Eisner’s *Graphic Storytelling* is a definitive book on comic and sequential art. His work provided me with the basic overview of what visual storytelling is. Scott McCloud’s *Understanding Comics* builds on Eisner’s work and sets visual storytelling in modern context to illustrate how comics function in their design as well as the role of comics in visual communication. *The Art of Monsters Inc.* and *Creating 3-D Animation: The Aardman Book of Filmmaking* details information about the methodology of creating visual narratives from concept to creation. In addition to these books, I found much useful information in the extra features sections in a variety of movie DVDs. Examples include George Lucas’ audio commentaries of *Star Wars* and “making of” features for movies such as Pixar’s *The Incredibles* and Alfred Hitchcock’s *Vertigo*. 
The Graduate Workshop has served as a means of inspiration and exploration for my creative project. The workshop taught me to think about any creative project as a process. In this process, there are four areas that must be given attention in order to create visual communication that is both successful and thoughtful.

**Research**
This includes utilizing research from books, periodicals, internet sites, interviews, guest lectures, films, and discussion. Graduate school allowed me luxurious time to thoroughly investigate multiple topics thoroughly and perspectives.

**Experimentation**
Graduate school, for me, has been about letting go of tried-and-true methods of working and embracing experimentation with new methodologies and technology. A major breakthrough for me was overcoming my fear of photography and learning new technology.

**Critical Thinking**
Critical thinking helps in analyzing, evaluating, assessing, and reassessing about what is learned in research and experimentation. This is essential for making difficult decisions about what to keep, and what to not keep, when developing a project.

**Refinement**
Once the time and energy has been invested in research, experimentation, and critical thinking, it must be pulled together and refined to achieve the best solution. This fine-tuning allows for subtle and precise distinctions of good ideas discovered in the process to become more complex and effective. This also allows for connections to be made from the design process.
Yoki the Bear
Workshop: Rob Carter, Fall 2003
In my first graduate workshop, we were given the assignment to research an indigenous culture and create a visual archive. I chose The Ainu Indians of Japan. Fascinated by their storytelling traditions and the tribal customs derived from their folk tales, I created a documentation based on the idea of storytelling. I chose to use the visual language of comics to record my findings. I let the colors, customs, clothes, and stories of the Ainu dictate my choices for the final design of the comic. The project is one of my favorites because it allowed me to explore the visual language of comics in a way that I had never done before. I was no longer just admiring visual storytelling. For the first time, I was creating my own graphic narrative using a creative process that included research, visual exploration, critical thinking, and refinement to communicate an idea. I wanted to explore this methodology in many ways, it opened the door to developing my creative project.

Ainu Festival of the Bear
Workshop: Rob Carter, Fall 2003
I designed a poster based on the Ainu’s Festival of the Bear. The project required that we create a monument for the culture. I chose to create a monumental balloon festival to celebrate the traditional Ainu belief that when they sacrificed a bear, they released its soul to the heavens. My poster captured the sequential events of the festival from the people holding the bear balloon to its release and drifting away. I was able to show sequential action in one image using a very graphic stylization of the event. The poster was personally successful because its refined form and content was derived from intensive research.
My studies have made me re-evaluate my relationship with the photographic image as a medium, tool, and inspiration.
R.E.M. by Laura Levine  
Workshop: Sandy Wheeler, Spring 2004  
While I have always admired photography, I have never had much interest in its formal qualities. I have always used photography to supplement my design work rather than enhance it or be the focal point of the design. My studies have made me re-evaluate my relationship with the photographic image as a medium, tool, and inspiration. Technology and the digital camera have made taking pictures quick, spontaneous, and economically more accessible to my work. Taking pictures has become a useful tool for exploration of concepts.

This workshop gave me the chance to choose one photograph and spend half a semester evaluating it based on John Szarkowski’s five characteristics of a good photograph. This was a new way for me to think about the photographic process and it proved to be a useful methodology for breaking an image into small pieces to investigate. It also helped me to be less literal in interpreting the image and instead use it as a point of departure for my own studies. This encouraged me to take more chances with my work and try things I had never done before. I started taking my own pictures and playing with the idea of taking experimental photographs of type and studying the idea of the decisive moment. These studies played an important part in my creative project because the image making became part of my process. In the end I used no photography for my final film but the hand-drawn imagery I used was based entirely on photographs I had shot in the experimentation phase of my project.

TNT Monster Matinee  
Workshop: Matt Woolman and Roy McKelvey, Spring 2004  
In addition to working with digital photography, I also began to work with digital video and new technologies such as Final Cut Pro, AfterEffects, ImageReady, Flash, iMovie, and GarageBand. This software was used to make short films, animations, and other experiments in motion graphics. In addition to learning new technology, I also investigated preproduction techniques for storyboarding in traditional and non-traditional ways. This part of the process of creating motion graphics is crucial because of the time-intensive nature of producing animation and film sequences. The thought process involved in storyboarding became a crucial part of my creative project.

The culmination of my experiments from my motion graphics studies resulted in a ten-second promotional sequence for a monster film matinee series on the cable network TNT. I used these various studies to create a series of live-action clips of a Godzilla model and small plastic army men burning. Then I redrew each frame of these clips to create a high-energy and illustrative narrative that captured the fun and energy of a classic monster movie. This creative process of capturing images via digital camera, or video, and digitally editing them allowed me to try visual experiments that I had never done before and opened the possibility of creating narratives using motion graphics. It also introduced the importance of editing, pacing, and preproduction necessary for this medium.
Creativity Creates Change
Workshop: Laura Chessin, Spring 2004
This workshop addressed communicating concepts using sequential images. We were asked to explore the concept of change. We had to choose a particular filter through which to examine “change” in a cultural and a personal context. I chose the idea that creativity can create change. We were asked to use only photographic images to try to present this concept as clear and concisely as possible. I started all my projects by taking as many photographs as I could that might relate to my idea. After each session of taking pictures and reviewing the images, connections and new ideas for other images emerged. Time was devoted to writing about the concept and looking up the definitions, synonyms, and other uses of the actual word.

After reviewing images, writing, and engaging in lengthy discussions about the concept of creativity creating change, I began to choose images that best described my idea. I then tackled the design problem of arranging these images into a visual narrative that would clearly illustrate the concept. In doing this visual exercise, it also made me refer back to my writings and redefine my statement. Visual stories that best reflected my statement were then developed. The studies for this class stressed the importance of a well-crafted, well-sequenced visual narrative. This project increased my understanding of the visual narrative in edited film clips and many communicative aspects of the photographic image.

Fear 2004
Workshop: Susan Roth, Fall 2004
In this workshop I developed a single image in a poster format to create a visual narrative. The assignment was to choose one aspect of the 2004 election and design a visual graphic based on our research and critical thinking. I chose to focus on the aspect of terrorism and fear being played by both political parties. After experimenting with different forms I chose to shoot photographs of college students wearing army helmets holding signs with powerful thought-provoking phrases on them, such as martial law, pre-emptive war, and power. I then digitally manipulated the images to make them more graphic and bold. I then pushed the colors to extremes, using filters to create eye-catching patterns that unified four separate posters into a family that could work together or individually. This was a process that I revisited more thoroughly during my creative project but did not use in the final film.
The sum of the parts became stronger when unified and proved to be an invaluable exploration for my creative project.

Sixty Days Election Archive
Workshop: Rob Carter, Fall 2004
In this Fall workshop I documented the news media in print for sixty days leading to the 2004 election. I collected election headlines and images from the newspaper daily and then created collages in a sketchbook. When the election was finished I took these collages and transferred them onto acetate and built miniature environments. I invented a story about a character wandering through this setting composed of excessive media images and campaign messages. This allowed me to refine my ordinary flat collages into a series of three-dimensional, experimental, typographical studies. It also became a useful exercise in crafting a visual narrative. I also used the software GarageBand to make my own soundtrack to score the short film and explore the use of sound in this medium.

Fairyland, Virginia
Workshop: John Malinoski, Fall 2004
During this workshop I used photography of miniature environments and characters to create a campaign that would raise awareness of environmentalist David Suzuki’s Ten Steps To Save The Environment. I created a six-minute video that would be used as a sales pitch to fund the campaign. The narrative employed static and kinetic imagery, atmospheric music, and simple text messages to deliver a unified concept. The sum of the parts became stronger when unified and proved to be invaluable exploration for my creative project.
I guess I’ll just have to go look for it.
Let’s see... I’ll start at the zoo.
Then I’ll go to the book store.
After that I’ll try the marshmellow store.
Stupid imagination.
It’s always getting me into trouble.
Like that time I thought if I wore a towel around my neck I could fly like the super-mega-man.
I am interested in many aspects of visual narrative but to me the most important element is imagination.

Imagination gives an author the power to offer a unique perspective of new worlds, characters, and situations that can address any topic. In the twenty-first century we have many tools at our disposal to visualize our imaginative ideas regardless of how simple or complex. It is an exciting time for anyone who has ever wanted to communicate through visual stories. Mediums like animation, photography, and film are affordable, accessible, and manageable by one person. It requires an active imagination and some degree of technical skill to produce a visual narrative.

The imagination also allows a viewer to interact with a story. We have the unique ability to form images and ideas in our mind of the things we read about, but have never seen or experienced directly. Unlike written books, visual narratives provide images to further assist the reader in getting closer to the author’s perspective. Instead of describing what he wants you to see, an author can actually show you. Peter Pan, which started as written words on a page, has been visually interpreted in numerous stage performances, movies, and illustrated books. Our imagination allows us to suspend reality and enjoy what can only be fiction. The visual narrator enables us see his vision of the narrative.

My imagination transports me out of my everyday life and into a new reality. When I read a comic book, I am able to go to a world where people can fly through the air and monsters actually exist. When I observe static images on a printed page, my mind fills in the action that takes place in the gutter between the panels. I get to enjoy the visual splendor of watching Spiderman swing through the air. I lose track of time as I become immersed in watching the visual narrative unfold on the page.

I also enjoy visual narratives for the imaginary characters and character design. Charles Schultz’s success as a cartoonist was due to his ability to create characters that everyone relates to. Charlie Brown is the loveable born loser that always keeps trying, and Snoopy is the ultimate pet and companion. My imagination lets me suspend disbelief and come to view “Snoopy the dog” as “Snoopy the person.” I enjoy watching Snoopy sit on top of his red doghouse writing a mystery novel on an old typewriter, or fighting as a World War I pilot against the Red Barron. Snoopy can also be appreciated formally for his simple design. Other than Mickey Mouse, there are few characters that have been so universally accepted in all cultures as a visual icon as Snoopy. His simple expressions and form have the ability to communicate countless emotions and expressions that all human beings can appreciate and relate to.

Fantasy in visual narrative allows us to live vicariously through others. I am able to go on archeological adventures with Indiana Jones and travel to galaxies far away with Luke Skywalker. Carefully crafted stories draw us in and make us care about seeing the story through to its outcome. I have seen the movie Raiders of the Lost Ark more than any other movie because the story has so many great moments of drama, action, and humor that I want to watch each moment, and see how it leads to the next. It doesn’t matter that I already know how the story will end; I still enjoy watching the events unfold because on some level I want to be Indiana Jones. My imagination allows me to project myself into the story in his place.
I have reached a point in my life where I want to tell my own stories.

I have always had an active imagination and a love for making images. While in graduate school I have found myself wanting not just to observe, but to create my own stories and share my imagination with others. I keep sketchbooks and digital files that are filled with designs for characters and ideas for stories. In the summer of 2004, I came up with an idea of a character who was a genetic mistake created by a scientist who was trying to invent the perfect pet. This character lived in a jar in the lab and was doomed to a lonely existence until he found out that there were others like him. I named these characters The Unwantables and I began to fill my sketchbook with drawings of what they might look like. I wrote a theme song for them, and my fiancé and I imagined how they would sound and what they might say. Out of all my ideas, this was my favorite.

That same summer, I found a book of painted puppets by artist Paul Klee that truly inspired me. Seeing this painter, well known for his expressionistic paintings, work in a three-dimensional medium made me question how my work might translate to three dimensions as well. I have always admired the work of folk artists and outsider artists who do not allow their lack of training, skill, or materials to limit their expressions. At this same time, I was researching popular designer toy boutiques such as Kid Robot. I appreciate the character design and formal qualities of these toys.

I felt inspired to buy some cheap Sculpy clay and make my own figures based on the idea of The Unwantables. The first batches of Unwantables were different colors, shapes, and sizes. I accidentally cooked them too long and some of them burned. I found those to be my favorite. I found the white colored characters looked best when burnt. Since I could buy large quantities of white Sculpy for less money, I began making The Unwantables using mainly white sculpy and one dark color for their eyes, nose, and ears. This gave them a unified appearance. It was remarkable that they looked related yet each had so much individual character.

Their unique character became more evident when I began to take pictures of them documenting their creation. By using subtle lighting, the small Unwantables became lifelike and larger in appearance in photographs. They appeared to change expression by simply changing the lighting slightly. They were increasingly photogenic little figures. I began to keep a journal about them. The Unwantables became a muse for me in my paintings, drawings, and photography. I found myself buying more Sculpy and slowly making more and more models, developing slight variations and families of these characters. The most rewarding aspect of this process is that I made them by simply having an idea. They were developing a life of their own.
At the beginning of my third semester I introduced these characters to my advisor, and she encouraged me to keep developing them during my independent study. In addition, she suggested I consider ways to incorporate them into my workshop studies. I used them successfully in a project documenting sixty days of the 2004 election. I created Unwantables that were in either Democratic or Republican colors and used one neutral-colored Unwantable to explore an environment composed from election-based media headlines. The Unwantables also influenced my work in creating Fairyland, Virginia. In that film I used the same technique of photographing small Sculpy figures and monumentalizing them in photography and digital video. I also used the idea of being unwantable to create a group of misfit graphic design students that were also superheroes called The Unwantables. Their design was based on Jack Kirby’s classic version of Marvel Comic’s X-Men. Each hero was based on a different classmate and I created a story in a comic book/zine format as my final paper in Sandy Wheeler’s seminar.

Over the Christmas break, as I began to plan for my last semester, I continued to make more Unwantables so that I would have a vast army of them at my disposal. I decided that for my creative project I would explore visual narrative using The Unwantables as my main characters. I began by writing stories about the origin of The Unwantables and how they came to be. This was a challenging step for me because the last time I had attempted creative writing was in elementary school. I quickly realized how challenging it was to craft a well-written and compelling story. Referring to my research encouraged me to organize my thoughts and keep writing.

At first, I considered telling the story of Floyd, the very first Unwantable. This story involved the biographical story of Floyd being created from the mixing of DNA of idealized pets such as small dogs, cats, and bunnies. Then, I explored the idea of what life would be like to live in a jar in a lab. I considered what Floyd would do with his day and who his friends might be. Characters such as Uno, the one-eyed lab monkey and the blog frog, a computer-savvy genetically enhanced frog were developed but later not used. I wrote stories that mirrored some of my own personal plans for The Unwantables as a commercial product but ultimately I did not find this story very interesting. I struggled to find a story that interested me enough to develop.

At this same time in Directed Research we were working on schematic diagrams mapping our ideas and trying to develop a concise project statement. In addition to writing stories about The Unwantables I was also examining my creative process and what role it played in my project. In doing this I begin to consider the idea of telling a story about my creative process. I began to incorporate my directed research exploration into my Unwantables stories. I began writing stories about Floyd the Unwantable’s desire to create artwork and his process of doing so. I did not consider these stories successful either but they felt like a positive step.

During all of this, I continued to do extensive character studies to determine if I had chosen the correct form for The Unwantables. I created a variety of different versions of these characters. Some were more animal-like, while others were more non-descript. I allowed myself to be flexible and open to new ideas as I developed the story.

During this process, I continued to do extensive character studies to determine if I had chosen the correct form for The Unwantables.
INTELLIGENT THEME SONG

AS supposed to be in the DNA, but they missed it.
The way they came home for me

I made them myself with my own two hands. They evolved at work. I’ve created an army of the characters. Since they have no purpose and let them evolve into whatever they may become. I will do a few at a time and let them evolve into whatever they may become. I will do this in small batches and let them evolve into whatever they may become. I will do this in small batches and let them evolve into whatever they may become. I will do this in small batches and let them evolve into whatever they may become. I will do this in small batches and let them evolve into whatever they may become. I will do this in small batches and let them evolve into whatever they may become.
Sketching rough storyboards of my written stories dramatically helped me in developing new ideas. I found that while writing was an essential component of my process, it was when I began to physically draw that I found myself getting into a better rhythm. I realized that my imagination was the most important aspect of my creative process. This was the story that I wanted to reveal; the role of imagination in my life.

I storyboarded several ideas that involved Floyd the Unwantable using his imagination to escape his dreary life in a jar. I quickly found that this limited my story to only one or two characters and I had over three hundred Unwantables by this point. Carrying these figures had become a bit of a burden because they were physically heavy and nearly broke the box that I stored them in. Then, I began to wonder, what would it be like if my imagination was represented by the Unwantables? What if I used them to present a day in my life? What if these numerous characters appeared whenever I used my imagination? These characters were the physical manifestation of my imagination. Why not use them to illustrate my story?

Sketching rough storyboards of my written stories dramatically helped me develop new ideas.
My first concept for the piece started as a sketched storyboard. Then, I spent a week shooting hundreds of photographs of these characters intertwined in my everyday life. They were present from the time I woke up until the time I went to bed. I photographed them with me brushing my teeth, walking to school, working, daydreaming, eating lunch, etc. In the process, I began to realize the constant presence imagination had been in my daily life. I decided that my story would show myself tiring of them and putting them in a box so they would leave me alone. But eventually, I would come to see the important role that The Unwantables had in my daily life and that everything seemed boring without them. Unfortunately, they escaped while I was ignoring them and this made me sad. Eventually, when I began to relax and use my imagination they returned and a new beneficial relationship developed.

The series of photographs that captured the Unwantables in my everyday life were rendered black and white to make them look more timeless, dramatic and, to cover up my poor photography.

The series of photographs that captured The Unwantables in my everyday life were rendered black and white to make them look more timeless, dramatic, and to cover up my poor photographs. I carefully arranged these images into a sequence that told the story well. I brought the images into ImageReady and created an animated slide show of the story. I set atmospheric music and overdubbed myself telling the story in a rather monotone voice. I considered this first film a moving storyboard to help me evaluate where the story needed to be developed and what images needed to be shot. Later, I edited the same footage with different music and a different overdubbed voice. I took more photos to fill in the appropriate spots that were lacking clear communication. I felt these first films were successful in telling my story but I was unhappy with the photographs and wanted to explore other visual mediums as well.
CAN YOU HELP US?
I began to explore telling the same story using *The Unwantables* figures since they photographed so well. I altered the focus of my study to Floyd who would be a painter who keeps his imagination in a box. When he needs to paint he simply lets his imagination out of the box and they confer over how to create a nice painting. In this story, when Floyd goes to sleep one night, his imagination escapes and Floyd sets out on a journey to find him. On this journey he encounters different characters and situations that help him grow and come to understand his imagination better. In this visual treatment, I again animated the still frames in *ImageReady* with music. I developed a typeface from *Sculpy* clay, which was converted to vector art and used as a typographic treatment in the short film.

After reviewing this version, I was advised to consider developing only a small segment of the film as my main story and consider the idea of the muse, rather than the imagination. From this discussion, I created a short film using the classic technique of stop-animation, photographing 12 frames per second to give the illusion that the characters in the film were actually moving. This resulted in a two-minute short made up of over 500 photographs. The result of the film was entertaining but lacked the power of the first black and white exploration.
I returned to the original photography I shot for the first films and began to capture additional footage of myself with *The Unwantables* using a mini digital video camera. From this video footage I selected key frames and began to assemble roughly animated films to mix in with the other images that had been previously taken. Stylizations of the images were made in an attempt to make the film graphically interesting. Color and contrast were exaggerated and the images were roughly cropped in extreme angles to create a different aesthetic than my usual work. These images were then assembled into a linear collage. I envisioned the visual narrative being slowly revealed as the image scrolled from left to right across a set frame or stage. The concept would synthesize enhanced photographic images and hand-drawn elements.
As I created these storyboards by hand and pinned them up on a large wall, I found myself drawn to the simplicity of the sketchy drawings.

In preparing this concept, I used storyboarding to work out the necessary shots and to perfect the order of events. As I created these storyboards by hand and pinned them up on a large wall, I found myself drawn to the simplicity of the sketchy drawings. The work reminded me of two illustrators I admire, William Steig and Quentin Blake. Both use simple expressive line and limited color to create energetic and imaginative drawings. During my mid-term review, Robert Meganck remarked that I just needed to figure out what I wanted to say, and say it simply and clearly.

The drawings did just that. I no longer was concerned so much with the formal qualities of the narrative but rather with simply telling the story. I transferred all the drawings to acetate, and hand painted them as if they were traditional animation cels. These cels were scanned, and intentionally left rough and unrefined. A new film was created by cutting up these digital files in Photoshop and animating them layer by layer. These sequences were exported as QuickTime movies and assembled in iMovie where sound and transitions were added.
Sandy

Change music

michael gray <michael@liquidfuxion.com>
Re: unwanted cartoon draft 3

Oh lord. I almost made a puddle a few times.

Who's that kid at the end? Is he retarded?

Ouch. Actually, I think you could get rid of her.

Maybe she kind of tells it all? I will use one.

1. Do you think the baby scene is necessary?

Ghetto is okay.

Lo-tech leads to new limitations. Lead to new stuff. This is more ideas.

The Unwantable

A visual narrative

by Marius Valdes
Sound was composed using GarageBand. The first draft of the movie simply used one song to propel the movie. I then recorded variations of the song adding a slower introduction and more changes in the music to break the monotony of the soundtrack. Eventually, I recorded multiple songs to help differentiate significant parts of the film. I used slower music when I wanted to evoke a sad moment and more upbeat songs to reflect the adventure of the narrative. This process made me aware of the emotive role that sound plays in a short film and the difficulty of creating smooth audio transitions and atmosphere.

Numerous revisions and edits were made to the film after meeting with various committee members. Roy McKelvey indicated ways to improve the pacing, and pointed out scenes that would be helpful in making the story more complete and coherent. I added over two minutes of footage that I had previously cut out to make the short faster paced. Sandy Wheeler suggested revisiting sound and transition. The music became a much larger sub-problem than anticipated. It was difficult to create music that synchronized exactly the way I needed it to. Robert Meganck mentioned improving more dramatic shifts in perspective. I tried doing this by adding new scenes that focused in closer on the characters and their expressions. The committee’s revisions required redrawing, repainting, and reanimating scenes in addition to creating new ones, all of which resulted in a much more cohesive film.
Overall, I found the project to be successful. When I started the project I developed a number of sub-problems to investigate. Through these problems, I learned a tremendous amount of information about visual storytelling by exploring several different mediums such as photography and animation. I made a first attempt at creative writing and successfully developed an original story. I managed to spend a great deal of time examining my creative process and the role of imagination in my work. I developed a methodology for creating a visual narrative. I explored the process of storyboarding, editing, and production of short films. I explored the use of sound in visual narrative. I spent considerable time developing and designing The Unwantables as characters and as metaphor. Most importantly, I gained greater understanding of narrative as a tool for visual communication. I believe I will see this project’s merit more clearly in the future, especially after I have some distance from it.

In hindsight, there is one thing I would have done differently. I would have benefited from using software like FlashMX or AfterEffects to create my movie. While this would have required me to learn new software applications, I realize now how much easier it might have made the final assembly of the film and the amount of creative freedom it might have offered as well. Although I am happy with the film’s final form, and the rough animation style is appropriate for the visual narrative and subject, I could have achieved the same look and feel with other applications faster and more efficiently.

It would have been a benefit to attempt or build a series of shorter, less involved stories as well. Rather than tackling one large story, it might have been useful to do a series of small simple stories to learn about the basics of visual narrative. While short sequences were explored in the creation of the final film, there was a great deal of pressure that they be made to work in the scheme of the larger film. Experimental films may have provided a transition into creating a more refined story.
The important achievement of this project is that it marks a beginning for me, in a new area of visual communication. When I entered graduate school, my work had become boring, predictable, and safe. Graduate school, and this creative project, have pushed me and challenged me more than any other intellectual pursuit I have ever undertaken. I have learned many new things that require me to evaluate how I will reenter the field of visual communication as both a design educator and as a professional. I will no longer be a passive observer and admirer of visual narrative. I have gained important understanding about how I can tell my own stories and with great confidence. I have developed new methods of storytelling that will help me create work that is imaginative, inspired, original, and effective. I have insight and experience that I will be able to share with my students. I have experienced creative and personal growth, established new friendships and professional relationships. I am prepared to transform and translate this acquired knowledge and experience into a meaningful form of visual communication that will benefit our profession.
I admire Gary Baseman’s ability to extend his artwork beyond editorial illustration into animation, fine art, and designer toys. I also enjoy his artwork and unique graphic perspective in telling stories.

Charles Schultz is the most successful cartoonist of all time and this book revealed his thought process and ideas about telling stories.

Will Eisner thoroughly explains the craft of sequential art.

Aardman Studios offers great insight into every step of the creative process of 3-D animation from concept to completion using examples from their award winning work.

His artwork makes me want to throw my paintbrushes and computer away and just draw, draw, draw.

This book extends the foundation of Will Eisner’s Graphic Storytelling explaining design principles used in visual narrative in a more contemporary context.

This book discusses the interactive experience in visual narrative and it’s role in today’s digital world.

This book compiled interviews of animators that are creating unique and interesting short films using a variety of different traditional and new mediums.

This book was my inspiration for exploring character design.
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Project Equipment and Software
Apple Macintosh G4
Wacom Tablet
Fuji 2.1 MegaPixel Digital Camera
Panasonic Mini DV Camera
Adobe Acrobat (used to create pdf's)
Adobe Photoshop (used to edit images)
Adobe ImageReady (used to animate images)
Adobe Illustrator (used to create vector-based images)
Adobe InDesign (used to layout printed documents)
Quicktime Pro (used to render movies)
Apple iMovie (used to edit and assemble movie clips)
Apple GarageBand (used to create music)

Musical Input
Jimmy Eat World, Futures
U2, How To Dismantle An Atomic Bomb
Arcade Fire, Funeral
Killers, Hot Fuss
Various, Michael Gray CP Mix